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43 Lindeman Drive, Bloomsbury, Qld 4799

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 7 Area: 5 m2 Type: House

Peter Francis
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Embrace the unique charm of this 4-bedroom residence set amongst beautiful Bloomsbury. With 5.08 hectares of

wide-open spaces, this property offers a rare opportunity for those seeking space, luxury, and a lifestyle property!Key

Features:-4 Bedrooms, master with ensuite and large walk-in-robe-Open plan lounge/dining-Entertainment media

room-4 bay shed of 170 sqm -Fully fenced with white picket fencing surrounding the well displayed home-Concrete

driveway to high clearance carport 7m x 10m This modern, lowset home boasts a range of desirable features, making it an

ideal space for comfortable living and entertaining. With high ceilings, fully air conditioned throughout, and a feature

skylight. With 4 bedrooms all spaciously designed, including a walk-in robe and double vanity bathroom in the master. The

spacious kitchen, complete with a full walk-in pantry, offers ample storage and functionality for cooking enthusiasts.

Spanning an impressive 417 square metres under the roof, the home provides plenty of space for enjoyment. Additionally,

the 70 square metre awning carport offers convenient covered parking. Entertaining is made easy with multiple options

available. Inside, there's a separate media room and outside, the fully tiled outdoor entertaining area is perfect for hosting

friends and family. This area can be fully enclosed with roller blinds. The spectacular pool overlooks the lush green

paddocks, creating a serene backdrop for relaxation and enjoyment. To enhance the outdoor experience there's an

outside bar attached to the shed, offering a perfect spot to unwind with friends. This impressive property spans

approximately 13 acres and is fully equipped for animals and recreational activities. With secure fencing, spacious day

yards, and shade shelters, it's perfect for horses or cattle. Storage needs are met with a 3-bay garage (3m high bay),

workshop, and additional shed. Water is plentiful with multiple tanks and a bore. Conveniently located just 10 minutes

from the Midge Point boat ramp, 50 minutes to Airlie Beach, shopping 10 minutes away or 55 minutes to Mackay. For any

flying enthusiasts this property has direct access to Whitsunday Airpark. This property offers a perfect blend of rural

living and modern convenience. This picturesque setting on 13 acres presents a fantastic opportunity to secure a rare site

in Bloomsbury. 


